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Detection of single walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) was performed using single particle-inductively

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (spICPMS). Due to the ambiguities inherent in detecting CNTs by

carbon analysis, particularly in complex environmental matrices, this study focuses on using trace

catalytic metals intercalated in the CNT structure as proxies for the nanotubes. Using a suite of

commercially available CNTs, the monoisotopic elements Co and Y were found to be the most effective

for differentiation of particulate pulses from background. The small, variable, amount of trace metal in

each CNT makes separation from instrumental background challenging; multiple cut-offs for

determining CNT number concentration were investigated to maximize the number of CNTs detected

and minimize the number of false positives in the blanks. In simple solutions the number of CNT pulses

detected increased linearly with concentration in the ng L�1 range. However, analysis of split samples by

both spICPMS and Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) showed the quantification of particle number

concentration by spICPMS to be several orders of magnitude lower than by NTA. We postulate that this

is a consequence of metal content and/or size, caused by the presence of many CNTs that do not

contain enough metal to be above the instrument detection limit, resulting in undercounting CNTs by

spICPMS. However, since the detection of CNTs at low ng L�1 concentrations is not possible by other

techniques, spICPMS is still a more sensitive technique for detecting the presence of CNTs in

environmental, materials, or biological applications. To highlight the potential of spICPMS in

environmental studies the release of CNTs from polymer nanocomposites into solution was monitored,

showcasing the technique's ability to detect changes in released CNT concentrations as a function of

CNT loading.

Environmental impact

As predicted environmental concentrations of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are in the ng L�1 range, extremely sensitive analytical techniques are required for

detection of these materials. The research presented in this manuscript examines the use of single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(spICPMS) for detection of CNTs by monitoring metal nanoparticle catalysts embedded in the carbon structure as a proxy for the CNTs themselves. This work

addresses the challenge associated with differentiating metal proxy signal from background, which is a challenge applicable to analysis of many polydisperse

nanomaterials, such as CNTs, by spICPMS. Release of CNTs from a CNT–chitosan nanocomposite showed the ability of spICPMS to qualitatively detect increases

in CNT concentration with increased loading in the polymer matrix.

Introduction

Increased production and use of engineered nanomaterials

(NMs) over the last 5 years1 and growing concern about the

potential hazards of these materials has prompted a need for

improvements in detection and characterization methods.

Carbon-based NMs, such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes

(CNTs), are contained in more consumer products than any

other NM except for silver.1 Specically, concern regarding

exposure to CNTs in the manufacturing process, and their

potential release into the environment from CNT-containing

composites, drives the need for analytical techniques capable of

detecting these materials. Mechanical agitation of CNTs during

manufacturing has been shown to result in detectable concen-

trations of airborne particulates.2 In this case, CNTs may cause

dermal toxicity,3 but more importantly they have the potential

for pulmonary toxicity due to their morphological similarity to
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asbestos.4,5 Airborne concentrations in the immediate vicinity

of manufacturing processes may far exceed those predicted in

the environment (mg m�3 vs. pg m�3 respectively2,6), but there is

still potential ecotoxicological risk associated with CNTs.

Incorporation of CNTs into a variety of consumer products

creates the potential for release of these materials to the envi-

ronment with subsequent transport and transformation

processes.7 Expected aqueous environmental concentrations of

CNTs (�ng L�1)6,8 are currently well below concentrations used

in laboratory toxicity tests, which are oen in the mg L�1

range.9–11 This “concentration gap” for particle detection

provides strong motivation for development of metrology

capable of detecting extremely small amounts of NMs.

Methods to detect environmentally relevant concentrations

of CNTs are rare. Those commonly used for characterization of

CNTs, such as transmission electron microscopy, scanning

tunnelling microscopy, UV-Vis and Raman spectroscopy,12 do

not have the capability to efficiently detect the low concentra-

tions expected in the environment, although near infrared

uorescence spectroscopy has been used to analyze CNTs in

sediments and tissues.13 In contrast, inductively coupled

plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) has detection limits at the

ng L�1 or sub-ng L�1 level for most elements. However, carbon

is generally not detectable with standard ICP-MS methods

although synthesis of CNTs typically utilizes metals such as Mo,

Ni, Co, Y, and Fe14,15 for catalytic growth of the carbon structure.

Consequently, residual metal catalyst particles frequently

persist in the CNT structure aer manufacture16 and have been

associated with toxicity to organisms via generation of reactive

oxygen species.3 CNTs are oen puried aer synthesis to

remove metal impurities,17 but even aer acid purication

metals intercalated within carbon structures typically account

for several percent of the particle mass.18,19 Quantication of

metal impurities in CNTs has been performed by ICP-MS20,21 for

analysis of bulk metal content; however, we are interested in the

ability to use these metals as a route to detect and quantify

CNTs at the extremely low concentrations likely to be encoun-

tered in the environment.

Specically, the goal of this study was to evaluate the ability

of single particle ICP-MS (spICPMS) to detect trace catalytic

metals intercalated in CNTs as proxies for the materials them-

selves. Initially developed for metal colloid analysis by Deguel-

dre and Favarger,22 spICPMS has recently been used for

detection, quantitation of particle number, and sizing of engi-

neered nanoparticles such as Ag23–25 and metal oxides such as

TiO2 and CeO2.
26 An in-depth discussion of the theory behind

this technique can be found in these previous studies. In brief,

NMs entering the plasma are disintegrated to a packet of ions.

Consequently, metals appear as individual pulses that are

distinguished from the background, with the ion intensity

being directly related to the number of analyte atoms in the NM.

The instrument signal is reported as counts of the analyte

isotope per dwell time or reading, e.g. 89Y counts per 10 ms. Size

information on chemically uniform, (roughly) spherical NMs,

such as metals or metal oxides, can be extracted from

spICPMS.23,25 For rod-like NMs length distributions can be

determined if the minor dimensions have been determined

from SEM/TEM data.26 One of the challenges inherent in using

spICPMS for CNT analysis is that variable metal contents

among individual CNTs makes size/length estimation impos-

sible unless the bulk metal content is applied to all CNTs,

although sizing was not the focus of this study.

In contrast to sizing, a determination of particle number

concentrations from spICPMS is more direct and relies on

applying the transport efficiency to the observed pulse

frequency. As in previous publications,25,27 we dene transport

efficiency as the fraction of sample droplets, containing NM

and/or dissolved analytes, which reach the plasma. Determi-

nation of number concentration is, however, strongly affected

by what criterion is used for dening a pulse as opposed to

background noise. This is especially true for polydisperse

samples having a signicant population of small particles that

cannot be separated from the background. This will be an issue

for single walled CNTs due to heterogeneity in both the size and

number of metals that are embedded within the carbon

cylinder.

Another important consideration in the design and imple-

mentation of appropriate analytical techniques for NM detec-

tion is the issue of selectivity. Aqueous environmental matrices

are extremely heterogeneous, and NM concentrations are

expected to be many orders of magnitude lower than that of

other particles and soluble chemicals present. This issue is

particularly important for CNTs due to the prevalence of natu-

rally occurring carbon-containing species (i.e. cells, organic

detritus, humics). This is exacerbated in the case of biological

tissues where detection of CNTs by carbon analysis is clearly not

possible. Therefore, using metals as a surrogate to detect the

presence of CNTs with spICPMS could provide a superior means

of differentiation of CNTs from other materials even when CNTs

are present at extremely low concentrations.

The rst goal of this study was to assess the ability of

spICPMS to detect CNTs using trace metal catalysts as proxies.

Further investigation of this method's capabilities for detection

and quantication of CNTs at environmentally relevant

concentrations was carried out: the end goal of this work was to

determine if spICPMS could be used to detect and quantify

CNTs in a simulated release study. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the rst work to use spICPMS as a detection

method for CNTs in any application.

Materials and methods

Preparation of CNT suspensions

The CNTs used for this study were acquired from Nano-

structured and Amorphous Material (NanoAmor) (1280 NMG),

Carbon Solutions (AP-SWNT), and Southwest NanoTechnol-

ogies (SG65). The CNTs used were not surface modied. Stock

CNT solutions were prepared by initially adding a known CNT

mass to a known volume of DI water that contained 1% w/w

Triton�-X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich). The CNTs were suspended by

sonicating the mixture overnight in a low power (70 W) Branson

1510 ultrasonicator. At this stage the stock solutions were sent

from JHU to CSM for ICP-MS analysis. Prior to ICP-MS analysis

all stock CNT solutions were diluted to concentrations in the
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ng L�1 range using 18 U nanopure water (Barnstead Nanopure)

in 15 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes. Suspensions were

homogenized aer each dilution by immersion in a bath soni-

cator (Fisher, FS60H, 150 W) for 10 minutes. Optimal concen-

trations varied among the samples and were chosen to avoid

coincidence while providing sufficient counts for statistical

robustness.26 DI blanks were analyzed for each metal isotope

used for CNT detection, and each sample was run in duplicate

to evaluate reproducibility. To determine the amount of soluble

metal released from the CNTs, a separate set of CNT suspen-

sions were prepared in nanopure water, which were then

centrifuged for 1 hour at 125 000 g (Optima XL, Beckman) to

remove the CNTs. This supernatant was used to compare to

deionized water in determining the level of background counts.

Dissolved Au, Co, and Y calibration standards were prepared

using Claritas PPT (SPEX Certiprep) ICP-MS standard grade

stock solutions. A gold nanoparticle standard (100 nm) was

used for quantication of instrument efficiency and was

purchased from British Biocell International (BBI).

Characterization of CNTs

Bulk physical and chemical characterization involved Energy

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis, which was performed

using a cold cathode eld emission scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM; JEOL 6700F) equipped with an EDAX Genesis 4000

X-ray analysis system (detector resolution of 129 eV).

Comparison of spICPMS and NTA

A Perkin Elmer NexION 300q with an S10 autosampler, using

20 000 dwell times (10 ms dwell time, total data collection

time ¼ 200 seconds per sample), provided the spICPMS data

for both CNT suspensions and dissolved standards and

blanks. The sample introduction rate in all experiments was

0.97 mL min�1. Given the ability of spICPMS to detect the

presence of a very small number of metal nanoparticles, extra

caution was needed to avoid sample carry over. Methods

included rinsing of the nebulizer and spray chamber, as well

as daily changes of the peristaltic pump tubing, which also

minimized ow rate dri.

To compare particle number measurements from spICPMS

and Nano Tracking Analysis (NTA), samples were prepared and

split into two aliquots, one for analysis by each method. If

samples were too concentrated for analysis by one method, they

were diluted in the same manner as above, using nanopure

water and 15 minutes bath sonication. Reported particle

concentrations were corrected for the degree of dilution needed.

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) was performed using a

NanoSight LM10 instrument (NanoSight Ltd., Amesbury,

United Kingdom), equipped with a 405 nm (blue) laser source, a

temperature-controlled chamber, and a scientic CMOS camera

(Hamamatsu). The sample (350–400 mL) was injected into the

sample cell via a latex- and oil-free 1 mL syringe. A video (30 s) of

each sample was collected and analyzed using NTA 2.3 Build

011 soware (NanoSight Ltd.). The sample cell was then evac-

uated, rinsed and disassembled for further cleaning. All

components were dried completely prior to reassembly. These

data collection and cleaning processes were repeated three

times for each sample type. Results for number concentration

(particles per mL) were averaged over the three replicates.

Nanocomposite preparation for CNT release study

To prepare CNT/polymer nanocomposites a 20 mg mL�1

aqueous stock solution of chitosan (Sigma-Aldrich, MW ¼

20 000) in 2 v/v% acetic acid (Fisher) was stirred and heated at

50 �C for approximately four hours. The stock solution was

centrifuged with a Unico Powerspin LX at 4000 rpm to remove

any undissolved solids. Carbon Solutions single-walled CNTs,

known to contain trace yttrium catalyst, were then weighed into

separate asks and mixed in a 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 wt/wt%

with the chitosan stock solution to prepare well dened CNT–

chitosan nanocomposites. Each suspension was stirred for

approximately ve minutes and sonicated for four hours with

frequent stirring, creating a CNT suspension stabilized by chi-

tosan macromolecules. Aer sonication, the suspension was

centrifuged at 4000 rpm to remove any aggregates. 5 mL of each

CNT–chitosan suspension and 5 mL of pure chitosan were then

dried in aluminum dishes (44 mm diameter, 12.5 mm height,

Fisherbrand) overnight; each composite was created from the

same volume of the appropriate CNT/chitosan solution to

ensure that they exhibited comparable size, shape and surface

area. Once the coupons had dried, they were peeled from the

aluminium dishes. The coupons were then soaked in a 1 M

NaOH (Fisher) bath for 1 hour to remove excess acetic acid and

washed with copious amounts of DI water.

Once prepared, the coupons were placed in 100 mL of DI

water (see Fig. S1† for images) and le for 7 days. The CNT

content of the nanocomposites varied from 0.1 wt% to 5 wt%,

and included a control sample (0% CNT, i.e. pure chitosan). At

the end of the 7 day period samples were collected from the

surrounding DI water. Once collected, solid sodium deoxy-

cholate was added to each aliquot to keep the CNTs dispersed

prior to spICPMS analysis.

Results

CNT characteristics

To determine which metals should be investigated for possible

detection by spICPMS, characterization of CNTs was per-

formed by SEM-EDS. Although metal contents were provided

by the manufacturers for each CNT, this analysis was carried

out to verify manufacturers' claims and ensure there were no

other metals which may be usable for spICPMS detection.

Characterization data for size and metals content is given

in Table 1.

Preliminary measurements using residual metals as a proxy

for CNTs were done by monitoring multiple isotopes for each

CNT studied, in order to ascertain the most effective analyte for

each material. All metals which were identied in a particular

CNT (see Table 1) were examined by spICPMS. Based on these

preliminary results, the most readily observed metal isotope

was used for the remaining analyses. This was done to avoid

switching isotopes during spICPMS analysis.
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Choice of element proxy

Metal content (Table 1) is an important consideration in

choosing the analyte isotope, although there are other relevant

factors. Choice of an analyte will be inuenced by its isotopic

abundance, and the potential for isobaric or polyatomic inter-

ferences on the isotopes. For example, although Ni is more

abundant than Y in Carbon Solutions CNTs (19.6 wt% Ni vs.

6.0 wt% Y) by EDS analysis, the most abundant Ni isotope, 58Ni,

is essentially unusable for ICP-MS analysis due to mass inter-

ferences with ArO, CaO, and Fe. As Y is monoisotopic at mass

89, it also gives a stronger signal than 60Ni (26.2% abundant)

despite a greater relative amount of Ni in the CNT. For these

reasons, Y was considered to be a more viable analyte (Fig. 1) for

determining the presence of Carbon Solutions CNTs. Similar

factors were considered in choosing 59Co as the analyte for

NanoAmor and Southwest Nanotechnologies CNTs. Thus,

although pulses were observed for all Mo isotopes analyzed,

their abundances are distributed over seven isotopes, none

being more than 25% abundant; the most viable Mo isotope,
98Mo, is 24.1% abundant. It has a higher background and fewer

large pulses are observed than for 59Co, which is also

monoisotopic. For this reason 59Co was preferred as the metal

isotope to analyze Southwest Nanotechnologies and NanoAmor

CNTs (see Fig. 1).

Contributors to the background include instrumental (elec-

tronic) noise, isobaric interferences on the analyte isotope, and

dissolved analyte. In the current application a low background

is a crucial consideration as many CNTs will generate small

pulses, due to either low metal content or small particle size,

that are close to the background. This becomes clear when

intensity data are binned, and the output is presented as a

histogram of number of events (counts) on the y-axis versus the

spICPMS response (signal intensity) on the x-axis as shown in

Fig. S2.† This is a common approach used to interpret spICPMS

data.25 For each single walled CNT the metal analytes shown

were chosen because of the low counts (<5 counts per dwell

time) indicative of low instrumental noise and lack of interfer-

ences for that isotope. For example, the binned data for the

Carbon Solutions SWNTs shows that the ICPMS response for
89Y as compared to 60Ni has a greater number of large pulses

(ICPMS response >10) and a smaller number of “background”

pulses (ICPMS response <5). Both factors favour using 89Y as

compared to 60Ni for indirect SWNT detection.

CNT pulse cut-off criteria

Once the most appropriate metal isotope had been identied

for each CNT type it was important to determine the ICP-MS

response for that particular analyte. This is necessary because

the pulse intensity distribution from metals in CNTs can oen

run up against the background, making it difficult to discrim-

inate signals from smaller masses of metal from the back-

ground. Conversely, the presence of dissolved ions can increase

the background signal and cause underestimation of the

particle number concentration, by masking the presence of

small pulses arising from particles. We addressed this issue by

determining if there was a difference in background counts

between a DI blank and the supernatant of a CNT-containing

solution. In these experiments, CNT samples were prepared and

then centrifuged (1 hour, 125 000 Gs) to remove any CNTs. The

supernatant was then diluted by factors equivalent to diluting

the original CNT solutions to 200 and 400 ng L�1, so any dis-

solved metal ions which were released from the CNTs would be

diluted by the same amount as that for CNT-containing solu-

tions. Fig. 2 shows data where the DI blank and the 200 ng L�1

equivalent dilutions of the supernatant are compared for each

of the three CNT types (Nanostructured and Amorphous

Table 1 Size characterization and percent metal for all CNTs used. Type of CNTs: SWNT ¼ single-walled nanotube

CNT brand Type Length (nm) Diameter (nm) Metal content (manufacturer) Metal content by EDS

Nanostructured and Amorphous

Materials (NanoAmor)

SWNT 5000–15 000 1.1 Co 0.6%, Mo 0.1%, Mg 1.2% (at.%) Co 0.5%, Mo 0.1%, Fe 0.1% (at%)

Carbon Solutions SWNT 1800 � 1000 3.8 � 1.8 Ni, Y (1–30 wt%) Ni 19.4%, Y 6.0% (at%)

Southwest Nanotechnologies SWNT 578 � 358 0.8 � 0.1 Co, Mo (1–15 wt%) Co 1.1%, Mo 3.7% (at%)

Fig. 1 Real-time ICP-MS response data, for determination of the best analyte

metal for CNTs used in this study. The CNTs were at 1 ug L�1 to ensure enough

CNTs would be in solution for analyte comparison. Only data for one isotope each

of Ni (60Ni) and Mo (98Mo) are shown here. Other isotopes were not as usable due

to mass interferences and lower isotopic abundances. For Carbon Solutions CNT,
89Y appears to have more pulses and more intense pulses above background,

making it a better choice for detecting CNTs by this method. For NanoAmor and

Southwest CNTs, 59Co is the clear choice over 98Mo for the same reasons.
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Materials, Carbon Solutions, and Southwest Nanotechnologies).

The blank and supernatant means for 89Y had no signicant

difference (p < 0.05) for Carbon Solutions CNT. Although there

was a signicant difference between the means for the South-

west Nanotechnologies and NanoAmor solutions (p > 0.05), the

upper tail of the signal distribution widths were similar

enough that it can be assumed there is insufficient dissolved

metal in CNT-containing solutions to affect discrimination of

CNT pulses.

One of the main challenges in quantication of CNTs by

spICPMS is the small fraction of metals in the materials. The

low metal content means that there will be a less intense pulse

for a given CNT than that for a material such as a gold nano-

particle, which is 100% Au on a per particle basis. This high-

lights the need to determine a pulse cut off criteria to

discriminate pulses that correspond to CNTs from background

signal. Fortunately, the similarity of the DI water and the

supernatant spICPMS data for each of the three CNTs under

investigations demonstrates that a statistical analysis of DI

blank data has the potential to provide the parameters needed

to determine the most appropriate pulse cut-off criteria in CNT-

containing solutions. Experimentally, we addressed the need

for a quantitative approach in differentiating a pulse from

background by comparing multiple analyses of a DI blank and a

5 ng L�1 concentration of Southwest Nanotechnologies CNTs.

The goal was to determine if we could establish a protocol for

establishing a standard cut-off above any instrumental or dis-

solved background for quantifying nanoparticulate pulses

which would simultaneously minimize false positives in the

blank and maximize pulses in the CNT sample. Both the DI

water blank and the 5 ng L�1 CNT samples were run 30 times,

for a total of 600 000 data points each, with the raw data shown

in Fig. 3a and c. The reason for the low concentration was to

have a small enough number of CNTs in solution, particularly

ones that may appear near the background, that most of the

ICP-MS counts would be equivalent to those in the DI blank. At

a very low concentration, multiple runs (in this case 30) were

performed to increase the volume of sample analyzed and allow

for a larger number of CNT pulse events to be detected. The

corresponding ICP-MS response distribution was binned up to

50 counts and is shown in Fig. 3b and d and to 10 counts in the

inset gures to show the background ICP-MS response. Fig. 3

shows that differences between the DI blank and the CNT

sample are only clearly seen above about 7–8 counts.

In Table 2 the mean (�x ¼ 1.30) and standard deviation (s ¼

1.17) of the ICP-MS response were calculated by averaging all

the data for the DI blank (Fig. 2(a)). Although it is clear that the

background signals are not normally distributed (Fig. 2), we

believe these statistical parameters provide the basis for

differentiating small particle-created signals from the back-

ground noise. Indeed, this approach has been used by a number

of researchers for studies of more uniform NPs.23,27 Three

different cut-off criteria for the ICP-MS response were examined

to evaluate the number of false positives (apparent CNT detec-

tion events) in the blank and the ICP-MS response values (pul-

ses) above the cut-off value which were considered to be CNTs.

Analysis of Table 2 reveals that with the lowest cut-off crite-

rion (�x + 3s), although the number of pulses counted as CNT

detection events in the CNT solution was greatest (22 475), so

was the number of false positives in the DI blank (7998, corre-

sponding to 1.3% of the readings). The most conservative cut-

off we tested was 10 counts, which was chosen aer visual

inspection of the data, and showed that in the DI blank nearly

all of the ICP-MS response values were below this level. Table 2

shows that when using this more stringent cut-off criterion only

2 of 600 000 readings in the DI blank counted as pulses, but the

number of pulses counted in the CNT solution was also reduced

drastically, from the 22 475 observed with an �x + 3s cut-off

criterion, to 81. The �x + 5s value (7.15) was deemed a good

compromise between these cut-offs: 786 pulses were counted as

CNT detection events in the CNT solution and only 84 in the DI

blank. This corresponds to what is observed in the binned data

(Fig. 3(b) and (d)), notably that the difference in the distribu-

tions between the DI blank and CNT solutions appears above 7

to 8 counts. Although in general we favor a statistical approach

Fig. 2 Comparison of the spICPMS response for DI blanks and CNT supernatant

at the different metal isotope masses used for detection of each CNT. The ICP-MS

response values for the DI blank and corresponding supernatant data for Nano-

Amor and Southwest Nanotechnologies SWCNTs, using 59Co as the analyte, are

distributed differently because the analyses were performed on different days.
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to dening the CNTs above background, we will demonstrate in

the analysis of the CNT release studies that the choice of cut-off

may be highly dependent on the experimental conditions.

Quantication of CNT number concentration by spICPMS

Having established these analytical and data evaluation proto-

cols, the ability of spICPMS to determine variable CNT

concentrations was explored by analyzing a DI blank and solu-

tions containing 200–800 ng L�1 NanoAmor CNTs. To test the

generality of this approach, we deliberately chose a different

type of CNT from the Southwest Nanotechnology CNTs used to

establish the cut-off criteria. To illustrate the effect that

different cut-off criteria have on quantifying CNT concentra-

tions, two values were used to discriminate nanoparticulate

pulses from the background signal as described in Table 2: �x +

3s and �x + 5s of the ICP-MS response values obtained from the

DI blank. Analysis of Fig. 4 shows that in the CNT concentration

range of 0–800 ng L�1, the number of pulses varies in propor-

tion to the CNT concentration for both cut off criteria. However,

note the number of pulses detected in the DI blank for the �x + 3s

cut-off criterion: 213 pulses out of 20 000 readings, for 1.07% of

readings falsely identied as pulses. This is in line with the

fraction of false positives reported in Table 2 for this criterion,

and should be considered when selecting a cut-off. Although the

increase in pulse number with increasing CNT concentration

using this cut-off is clearly seen in Fig. 4, the afore-mentioned

high background, and low linear correlation (r2 ¼ 0.732) results

in a weak proportional relationship. In contrast, the r2 value for

the �x + 5s cut-off criterion (r2 ¼ 0.959) is signicantly improved,

and more importantly shows more clearly that the number of

pulses counted as CNT detection events is directly proportional

to CNT concentration.

The number of CNT detection events can also be used to

estimate the measured CNT concentration. The rst step in

calculating particle numbers is to determine the sample trans-

port efficiency; the fraction of a given sample which reaches the

plasma and is analyzed. This was accomplished following a

method developed by Pace et al.25 using a well-characterized,

highly monodisperse Au nanoparticle (100 nm, BBI). Pulses

Fig. 3 Comparison of DI blank and 5 ng L�1 Southwest Nanotechnologies CNTs. Data show the sum of 30 individual runs corresponding to 600 000 readings. Panels

(a) and (c) show real-time data for analyses of DI and 5 ng L�1 CNTs, respectively, with (b) and (d) showing the ICP-MS response binned, illustrating where CNT pulses

begin to become visible above the background. Insets in (b) and (d) show the similarity in the distribution of ICP-MS response for values #7 (“background”).

Table 2 Examination of different cut off criteria for differentiating CNT detection events from background signal. Values above each cut-off value were considered to

be CNT detection events

Cut-off

criterion

Calculated value

from DI
blank data

(n ¼ 600 000)

False
positives

in blank

Percent of

total blank
readings

(n ¼ 600 000)

Pulses above

cut-off in 5 ng L�1

Southwest Nanotechnologies

CNT sample

Percent of total

readings in 5 ng L�1

Southwest Nanotechnologies

CNT sample (n ¼ 600 000)

�x + 3s ¼ 4.81 7998 1.3% 22 475 3.7%
�x + 5s ¼ 7.15 84 0.014% 786 0.13%

10 10 2 0.00033% 81 0.0135%
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generated during spICPMS analysis of this Au NM can be related

tomass of Au by a calibration curve generated by using dissolved

Au, and mass is transformed to particle diameter based on the

known density and volume of Au NMs. The calibration curve

enables the transport efficiency term to be estimated. The

transport efficiency term must be calculated for each day's

analysis, as it has been observed to vary from day to day. For the

data shown in Fig. 4 themeasured transport efficiency was 0.050

(5.0% of sample volume reached the plasma) assuming that the

transport efficiency of CNTs and Au NPs are comparable. For

each mass concentration, the number of observed pulses was

divided by the transport efficiency, ow rate (mL min�1), and

sample run time (min) to obtain a value for measured particle

number concentration (right Y-axis, Fig. 4).

To compare with the measured particle concentrations, the

predicted CNT number concentrations for a given CNT mass

concentration (ng L�1) can also be calculated using CNT length

and width characterization data supplied by the manufacturer

(Table 1). In the rst step of this analysis the average volume of a

single CNT was determined by multiplying the average length

by the cross-sectional area, assuming a cylindrical geometry.

This average volume was multiplied by the density (1.14 g mL�1)

to obtain the averagemass of a single CNT. Finally, to determine

the particle concentration (particles per mL) the mass concen-

tration of a CNT solution (mg mL�1) was divided by the average

mass of a single CNT (mg per particle). It should be noted that

uncertainties in the polydispersity in the dimensions (widths

and lengths) of the CNTs and their degree of dispersion into

individual tubes make this a gross approximation at best.

Results from this analysis are shown in the top X-axis in Fig. 4.

A comparison of the measured and predicted CNT concen-

trations (Fig. 4) reveals that the concentrations measured by

spICPMS were consistently about four orders of magnitude less

than those predicted. As mentioned previously this is most

likely due to the signicant variations in CNT metal content

within CNT samples, with many CNT particles containing metal

masses below instrument detection limit. Also, the CNTs may

be present as bundles of tens to hundreds of particles, although

the use of a surfactant to prepare the CNTs in solution was

designed in part to maximize the number of individual CNTs

present. In the spICPMS analysis, each bundle would only be

counted as one pulse, resulting in severe undercounting of

actual CNT concentrations.

Comparison of spICPMS and NTA for CNT quantication

To further examine the discrepancy between measured and

computed particle number concentration, Nanoparticle

Tracking Analysis (NTA) was performed to directly measure CNT

number concentrations. Solutions of three CNTs from Nano-

Amor, Southwest Nanotechnologies and Carbon Solutions were

prepared at concentrations of 1010 particles per mL calculated

from size characterization data as previously described. These

three samples were split for analysis by both NTA and spICPMS.

The results for the comparison are shown in Fig. 5. The cut-off

criterion for spICPMS analysis used for this experiment was �x +

5s of DI blank data.

The calculated particle number for a solution containing a

known mass concentration of Au NMs matched well with both

spICPMS and NTA measurements, providing condence that

both techniques can be accurate for quantication of a solution

containing monodispersed spherical particles. However, the

accuracy decreased for the moderately polydisperse, irregularly

spheroidal, TiO2 (Sigma-Aldrich, measured size range �40 to

400 nm), with values calculated from both NTA and spICPMS

falling short of the calculated particle number. Consistent with

Fig. 4 Relationship between CNT mass concentration (X) and number of CNT

detection events (Y) for NanoAmor CNTs. Cut-offs of �x + 3s and �x + 5s based on the

DI blank data were used to illustrate how different cut-off values affect the

apparent number of CNT detection events. The number of pulses above the cut-

off value was used to calculate a measured number concentration of CNTs in

particles per mL using known flow rate, sample run time, and instrument trans-

port efficiency. A predicted CNT number concentration for a given mass

concentration is shown for comparison with the measured values, using data on

the average CNT density, length, and diameter.

Fig. 5 Particle number concentrations as measured by NTA and spICPMS for

three types of CNTs. In addition to the CNTs, comparisons between the techniques

were made using a highly monodisperse Au NM solution and a moderately

polydisperse TiO2 NM solution. Horizontal black bars in columns indicate the

diluted concentrations at which the measurements were made; these were then

multiplied by the dilution factor to obtain the measured concentration of the

undiluted solution. BDL – below detection limit.
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the analysis presented in Fig. 4, the measured CNT particle

number concentrations determined by spICPMS in Fig. 5 were

103–104 particles per mL lower than those predicted based on

the assumed average physical characteristics and at least 102

lower than those values measured by NTA. As mentioned

previously, the likely reasons for this discrepancy are variations

in metal content in individual CNTs, CNT bundling, as well as

polydispersity in the CNT size/mass due primarily to length

distributions. As shown by Jurkschat et al.,19 the size of metal

catalyst nanoparticles used in CNT synthesis can vary widely

with smaller metal particles, �5 nm, intercalated non-

uniformly in the CNT structure. We believe that the reason for

the poor analytical sensitivity is because we are only observing

CNTs which contain enough total metal mass to generate pulses

above our chosen cut-off. This would correspond only to CNTs

(or CNT bundles) which are large enough and contain a large

number of metal nanoparticles and/or those which contain

larger sized catalytic metal nanoparticles. In this respect, vari-

ations in the number and size of catalyst nanoparticles con-

tained within individual CNTs will greatly affect the pulse

height observed by spICPMS analysis, as the pulse height will be

directly proportional to total mass of metal in a CNT. The

variation in CNT size is also a factor; a smaller CNT containing

the same percent metal as a larger CNTmay not contain enough

metal mass to generate a pulse which can be detected above the

instrumental detection limit for that element.

Despite the undercounting of measured CNT number

concentration, it is important to note that spICPMS exhibits

superior particle number detection limit compared to other

analytical techniques. For example, in the case of a 100 ng L�1

CNT solution made using Carbon Solutions CNT, the particle

number measured by spICPMS is �103 particles per mL lower

than that predicted from size data. However, at this low

concentration thought to be representative of potential envi-

ronmental releases, spICPMS was able to detect CNTs, while

NTA results registered below detection limit (BDL).

Detection of CNTs released from a polymer matrix

The incorporation of CNTs into polymer matrices to create a

nanocomposite has been explored for a variety of materials,

typically done to improve mechanical strength or conductivity

of the material.28–30 Release of CNTs from nanocomposites due

to polymer degradation is a possible route of entry into the

environment.31 To probe the ability of spICPMS to detect

CNTs released from these nanocomposites well-dened CNT

composites were created by combining a known mass of CNTs

(Carbon Solutions) and chitosan and placed in DI water. The

extent of CNT release was studied for nanocomposites with

varying mass percent CNT (sampled at 7 days) by analyzing an

aliquot of the surrounding DI water by spICPMS. In collecting

spICPMS data it is necessary to strike a balance between low

particle number concentration and sufficient analysis time to

allow a statistically relevant amount of data to be collected, as

was demonstrated for polydisperse metal oxide nanoparticles

and Ag nanowires.32 Furthermore it has been shown that the

total number of readings containing a particle should be less

than 5–15% to avoid coincidence events, where multiple

particles enter the plasma simultaneously and are detected as a

single pulse.26,27 Initial analysis of the release samples indicated

that a 1 : 200 dilution in nanopure water would be ideal to

maximize the number of CNT detection events while mini-

mizing coincidence. Longer analysis times were also used to

increase the number of CNTs detected, in order to improve

condence in any observed trends. Thus, 100 000 readings were

taken instead of the 20 000 used in the CNT characterization

studies. This increased the analysis time of a single sample

from 3.4 minutes to 17 minutes.

Fig. 6 shows the data acquired from spICPMS analysis of

supernatant that contained different CNT loadings (0–5% by

weight) in CNT–chitosan composites. Based on the previously

discussed statistical analysis of spICPMS blanks, applying the

�x + 5s criterion to the chitosan control sample (0% CNT)

suggests a cut off of 1.37 counts. This value was the result of a

low background obtained from the control sample (pure chi-

tosan, 0% CNTs), with most readings being 0 or 1 count per

dwell time. Thus, any data points at 2 or more counts would be

considered a CNT-generated pulse using this criterion. Aer

evaluating the number of data points that were at or above 2

counts for each sample, it became clear that this cut-off is not

appropriate for examining the effect of loading on CNT release

to solution (Fig. 6). This is particularly apparent in Fig. 6(c),

where a cut-off value of 1.37 would require us to conclude that

every sampling event corresponds to a CNT detection event due

to the elevated background level. Given that the previous anal-

ysis of Carbon Solutions CNT supernatants suggest no release of

dissolved yttrium, the elevated backgrounds for the higher

loading, especially the 5% sample, implies a dramatic, non-

linear increase in the number of low-metal content CNTs, which

is physically unreasonable. However, it is also clear from a

visual inspection of the raw ICPMS data that the number of

Fig. 6 Examination of the effect of loading on CNT release from CNT–chitosan

nanocomposites. Five samples were run for each analysis for a total of 100 000

readings. Real-time data for three individual CNT loadings of 0.5%, 2%, and 5%

by mass are shown along with a plot of CNT detection events using a 20 count

cut-off criterion.
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CNTs released into solution does scale with the CNT loading in

the polymer sample (compare Fig. 6(a)–(c)). Thus, it is apparent

that the cut of criteria established in simple solutions (Fig. 4

and Table 2) are no longer valid in more complex aqueous

conditions. Indeed, establishing appropriate cut-off criteria

remains as a challenge which must be overcome if spICPMS is

to be able to provide quantitative data on CNT concentrations in

realistic environmental matrices. One possible solution to the

background issue would be to determine a background cut-off

criterion for each individual sample by comparing the ICPMS

response function before and aer the sample was ultra-

centrifuged to remove all of the CNT particles. By this approach

sample-to-sample variations in the background signal could

potentially be accounted for.

Accepting that the choice of an appropriate cut-off criteria is

somewhat arbitrary at the present time and represents an area

for future research and renement, a visual inspection of the

data with the highest background (5% loading) informed the

choice of a 20 count cut-off where clearly all data above this

point was due to detection of a CNT (Fig. 6(c)). Using this cut-off

criterion, Fig. 6(d) shows that there is a linear correlation

between the number of CNT detection events and the CNT

loading. This relationship is qualitatively consistent with the

changes observed in the ICPMS data shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c). We

believe that these release studies provide a reasonable reection

of the current strengths and limitations of spICPMS in ana-

lysing CNTs in environmentally relevant scenarios. In terms of

strengths, spICPMS offers signicant advantages over other

techniques in terms of particle number detection limits, and

can also provide qualitative insights into how external variables

(e.g. CNT loading in a polymer composite) impact the number of

CNTs released. However, the changes in background shown in

Fig. 6 also underscore the challenges of using spICPMS to

provide unambiguous quantitative information on the

concentration of polydisperse materials in all but the simplest

of solutions (e.g. situation represented in Fig. 4), with CNTs

representing an extreme example.

Conclusions

Detection of CNTs using residual catalyst metals was found to

be possible using spICPMS. The most effective metal for anal-

ysis depends on its chemical identity, abundance in the CNT as

well as its natural isotopic abundance, and needs to be deter-

mined for each CNT. Although spICPMS was unable to quantify

CNTs at concentrations used for NTA, it has the ability to detect

the presence of CNTs at ng L�1 levels as well as to monitor

increasing CNT concentration by detecting increasing pulse

number. No other technique currently has this capability at

such low concentrations. In simple solutions and with appro-

priate cut-off criteria the number of CNT detection events was

found to be directly proportional to the number of CNT parti-

cles in the ng L�1 concentration range. In a more environ-

mentally relevant application, spICPMS was shown to be able to

detect and qualitatively determine relative changes in the

concentration of CNTs released from a nanocomposite mate-

rial. We believe that the current shortcoming of this technique

regarding quantication is rooted in the difficulties in

establishing threshold values that can be applied in different

situations and the inability of spICPMS to detect most of the

comparatively small masses of metal incorporated within

individual CNTs. The ability of spICPMS to differentiate a CNT

pulse from background, however, could be improved with a

greater efficiency of ion transport in the instrument quadrupole

and a more sensitive mass detector. Even with the current

situation which can best be described as a semi-quantitative

ability to detect CNTs by metal proxy, there are potential

applications. As environmental CNT concentrations have been

predicted to be in the ng L�1 range, tracking of CNTs by this

method would likely be possible in environmental and biolog-

ical systems where the surrounding matrix would not be

expected to contain pulses of metals such as Co, Y, Mo, or Ni.

With our current ability to detect CNTs by spICPMS, we have

demonstrated excellent concentration detection limit and

ability to monitor relative increases in concentration, but are

limited in accurate quantication of CNTs. Further develop-

ment of this method for CNT analysis will focus on improving

the accuracy of quantication.
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